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The effect is considered of depolarizing collisions on the shape of the absorption or of the
amplification spectrum of a weak wave in the presence of a strong wave which is in resonance with
an adjacent transition. Also, the dependence of the shape of the spectrum on the polarizations of the
waves and on the values of the total angular momenta of the levels is investigated. It is shown that
the determination of the parameters of spontaneous and collision relaxations can be significantly
simplified by utilizing for this purpose variation of polarizations and the method of "magnetic
scanning."

1. As is well known the construction of gas lasers
has served as a stimulus for a sharp increase in interest
in resonance phenomena in combination scattering
spectra. One of most effective methods of nonlinear
spectroscopy has become the method based on the study
of the special features of resonance interaction of a
weak and a strong l ) travelling wave with two transitions
having one common level (cf., the review(1)). An analysis of the absorption or of the amplification spectra of
a weak signal enables one to draw conclusions concerning different physical processes in the gas (in
particular, concerning the spontaneous and collision
relaxations) and to determine important atomic or
molecular characteristics.
In the process of collision an excited particle can
alter not only its velocity but also the orientation of its
angular momentum. But whereas the effect on combination scattering spectra of collisions altering the velocity has been investigated in sufficient detail12], the
question of the role played by depolarizing collisions
(i.e., collisions which give rise to mixing with respect
to Zeeman sublevels) remains completely open. Our
paper is devoted to solving it. In addition the effect is
studied of the polarization of the waves on the line shape
of a weak signal, and also the possibilities are considered associated with placing a three-level system
into a magnetic field. It should be noted that the latter
questions have been partially investigated experimentally[3-4] and the theory presented below agrees with
the results of these experiments.
2. We assume that the active medium is situated in
an external electromagnetic field E represented by a
strong and a weak travelling wave corresponding to
resonance transitions m - n, m - l:
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The collision integrals for the elements of the denSity
matrix PiM, jM,(i, j = m, n, 1) have the form[5,6]
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and describe relaxation associated with mixing with
respect to the magnetic sublevels (J is the total angular
momentum of the level, M is the component of the
angular momentum). The constants Yij in (5) are expressed in the usual manner [5,6] in terms of the scattering matrices in the plane of the collisions. For given
labels of the levels these constants depend only on the
value of the angular momentum /\(IJ i - Jjl :s K:S IJi + Jj)'
Thus, for elastic collisions it follows from the law of
conservation of the number of particles occupying a
given level thatYjjK = 0 for K = O. If we neglect the fact
that the remaining constants Yjj/\ may be different, we
shall be led to the strong collision model utilized in [7].
However, these constants may to a certain extent differ
from one another [B-lO], and therefore we shall here use
the collision integral in the form (5).

From (2) and (5) one can see that in solving the
equations for the density matrix which have a standard
12 [Ee-i(wt-.,krl+El1e-i«(.cl><I-kj.lrl].
E
form it is convenient to go over to the representation
(1)
of irreducible tensor operators in which the collision
The subscript JJ. characterizes a weak field, W = Iklc,
integrals become diagonalized. FollOWing the method
wJJ. = IkJJ.lc are the frequencies of the waves. In the
proposed by D'yakonov and Perel,[B,l1l, we obtain after
resonance approximation the presence of all the levels
simple but awkward calculations an expression for the
of the atom with the exception of m, n, 1 can be neglected, work done by the weak field PJJ. in the case when the
and we can restrict ourselves in future to a three-level
waves are travelling in the same direction (k t t kJJ.)
model of the medium.
and the medium is placed in a magnetic field of intensity H:
The interaction of the medium with the waves is
described by the matrix elements:
P,.- He [!!.N. ~ IGa"I' ex p { - (Q,.+a!!.)'1
a) for a strong field
a
=-0
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Here Qj is the rate of excitation of the state j (j = m, n,
l), while the coefficients i3nlK and 13 m K are expressed in
terms of Wigner's 6J-symbols:

-/

(7)

In deriving expression (6) we chose the z axis of quantization along the magnetic field vector H and restricted
our consideration to weak saturation. Moreover, we
utilized the assumption usual for gas lasers that the
constants
(8)

are much narrower than the Doppler width of the line
kv. From (6) it may be seen that it is useful to regard
P iJ. as a function of the frequency E
i.J. ~ {2 which is
equal to the difference in the detuning of the weak and
the strong fields with respect to the frequency of its
own transition (~~iJ. = wiJ. ~wml,{2=w ~ w mn ). The function P iJ. (E) has the form of broad Doppler ~ontours ~d
of narrow dips (peaks) of Lorentz shape sItuated agamst
their background. The widths of the dips contain information concerning spontaneous damping, which is
taken into account by the quantities rij = (rii + rjj)/2,
and concerning collision relaxation characterized by
the constants I'ijl(' The positions of the dips along the
frequency scale can be altered depending on the value
of the Zeeman splitting f::, = i.J.ogH/fl (the Lande factors
g of the m, nand l levels are assumed to be equal) and
on the direction of the magnetic field H.

="

Expression (6) has been obtained for values of k and
ki.J. close to each other (/k ~ kiJ./v « rij)' However, it
can be easily generalized to the case when k and kfl
are Significantly different. For this it is sufficient to
carry out in formula (6) the following replacements:
,,.,
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(9)
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FIG. I. Scheme of transitions between Zeeman sublevels of levels
m, 1m = I; n, In = 0;1, J/ = I. The strong and the weak waves are
circularly polarized in opposite directions.

from (6), in this case for waves travelling in the same
direction and for zero magnetic field (the axis of quantization coincides with k) we have
P,-

~ He[L'1N"exp{~Q"/(kv)'}~
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The frequency dependence P i.J. (E) here contains
against a Doppler background one line of width r nl and
with its center at E = O. Further, for the sake of
definiteness we assume that f::,N and f::,N i.J. have the same
sign and we speak of a dip, From (11) and (7) it can be
seen that the depth of the dip depends in an essential
manner on the relationship of the polarizations of the
strong and the weak waves and on the values of the total
angular momenta of the working levels Jm'Jn and Jl,
For certain values of these parameters the dip can disappear completely. Such a situation occurs, for example, for waves with opposite circular polarizations,
when C =A,/GiJ./2/G /2, and for a three-level system with
total angular momenta I n = 0, J m = Jl = 1. Figure 1
corresponds to this situation. The solid lines in it correspond to a strong field and the wavy ones to a weak
field. Since the weak wave acts on transitions between
sublevels unperturbed by the strong field (i.e., on transitions m, M = 0 - l, M =~ 1 and m, M = 1 - l, M = 0),
naturally the dip is absent. An exact calculation utilizing formula (11) also yields C = 0, since (cr., l'2])
A

,.

l~O

{21 0II}'
=0.
1

The polarization properties of the line shape for
combination scattering were investigated experimentally
in £3- 4]. In these papers measurements were reported of
the absorption spectrum for a weak field interacting
with the transitions 2s 2 ~ 2P4 (J2s 2 = 1, J2P4 = 2) or
2s 2 ~ 2p 2)J2p 2 = 1) of the Ne 20 isotope under the action of
a strong field on the adjacent transition 2s 2 ~ 2p,
(J 2p, = 0). For the system of levels 2p, ~ 2s 2 ~ 2P2 there

was observed, in particular, the effect described here
of the disappearance of the narrow structure. Moreone can also easily obtain from (6) an expression for
over, for the system 2p, ~ 2s 2 ~ 2P4 a sixfold increase
the work done by the weak field corresponding to waves
in the depth of the dip was recorded in going over from
waves circularly polarized in the same sense to waves
travelling in opposite directions (k It kiJ.)'
with orthogonal circular polarizations. The same reIn future we shall discuss in greater detail only the
sult can also be easily obtained with the aid of the theory
simple situation when the propagation vectors have
developed above. Indeed, from (11) it follows directly
values close to one another (k '" kiJ.)' having in mind that
that the ratio of the depths of the dips measured for
the analysis of the case k ri kiJ. can be carried out in an
waves with the same and with opposite circular polaranalogous manner by utilizing the substitutions (9) and
izations is equal to Ao : A,; with this ratio having the
(10).
value Ao : A, = 1/6 for transitions with total angular
momenta I n = 0, J m = 1, Jl = 2 and, in general, for all
3. The description of the amplification of a weak wave
transitions
of the type J m = I n + 1 = Jl ~ 1.
is simplest in the spontaneous relaxation approximation
which is valid at low pressures. As can be deduced
4. New possibilities for spectroscopic investigations
flllil -
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FIG. 2. Dependence of the
nonlinear addition to the absorption coefficient for the weak
field ~PJ.l on the magnitude of
the Zeeman splitting ~; curve
I-waves circularly polarized in
opposite directions acting on the
transition 1n = 0, 1m = I, 1[ =
2 (€ = 0); 2-the waves have the
same linear polarizations and
act on the same transition
(€
0); 3-waves having the
same polarizations act on the
transition 1n = 0, 1m = 1[ = I)

'*

is a combination of the Lorentzians L(r mm) and
L(r mZ + r mn), whose relative contribution to the total
contour can also vary depending on the polarization of
the waves. When n + n J.l = 0 these Lorentzians have the
same center .6. = 0. Since always rmm < rmn + rmZ,
then the contours in this case can be separated according to their widths: L (r mm) will stand out against the
background of the broader contour L(r mm + r mt).
5. We consider the effect of depolarizing collisions
on the shape of the absorption spectrum for a weak field
only for waves travelling in the same direction and for
a longitudinal magnetic field when

(€ = 0).

arise when the gas system is placed in a longitudinal
magnetic field (H t t k). We consider them here on the
basis of an analysis of the structure of an addition to
PJ.l nonlinear in energy, having in mind that it is relatively easy to separate out this addition by experimental means. For example, in order to separate it out
it is possible to use the method utilized in 1131, where
polarization effects were investigated in the context of
resonance fluorescence.
In accordance with (6) in the spontaneous approximation the expression for the nonlinear addition has
the form
(13)
+

A,IG.'I'IG-ol'
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From a practical point of view it is convenient to
investigate the dependence of ~P J.l on the magnitude
of the Zeeman splitting ~. This is associated with the
fact that the method based on a variation of H (the "magnetic scanning" method) because of its Simplicity and
a considerably smaller number of errors possesses a
number of indubitable advantages compared to other
nonlinear-spectroscopic methods.
The nonlinear addition ~PJ.l as a function of 2.6. is a
superposition of Lorentz contours of widths r nZ and
r mm' The position of these contours along the ~ scale
de~ends ~n the ~agnitude of the de tuning E = n J.l - n,
whIle theIr amplItudes depend on the polarizations of
the waves and on the type of transition. Thus, if the
waves are Circularly polarized in opposite directions,
then we have one Lorentzian L(rnZ) of width r nl and
centered at ~ = - E/2Cl! (curve 1 in Fig. 2). In the case
of identical linear polarizations there appear three
split contours: two L(rnZ) centered at ~ = ± E/2 and one
L(r mm) centered on zero magnetic field (curve 2, Fig.
2). This splitting makes possible an individual investigation of the contours with the aim of determining
their widths. In some cases, for example, for transitions
of the type I n = 0, J m = JZ = 1 and identical linear polarizations of the strong and the weak waves, only the
contour L(r mm ) remains (curve 3 in Fig. 3). In this
unique situation the resonance characteristic features
of the absorption spectrum of the weak field are manifested only in the form typical for the Hanle effect [14-15]
and it can be utilized for a very precise measurement '
of the width of the common level m. If the waves are
travelling in opposite dir'ections (k I t k), then the nonlinear addition
~P.-Re

E[
Oo±,

~

AoIG."12.IG.12/1'mm.
1'mn+1'm,-,(Q+Q,,)-,20;~

+ A,IG<I'IG~.I'/1'mm
1',n,,+l ml -,(Q+Q,,)

1]

(14)

Moreover, in a detailed analysis of spectral characteristic features we restrict ourselves to a transition of
the type I n = 0, J m = JZ = 1. This simple example will
enable us to elucidate certain specific properties of
depolarizing collisions without recourse to aWkward
calculations.
It was shown above that in the spontaneous approximation the nonlinear addition ~PJ.l for this transition
was equal to zero if the waves were circularly polarized in opposite directions and were travelling in the
same direction. This was explained by the fact that the
weak wave interacted with transitions between Zeeman
sublevels unperturbed by the strong field. Depolarizing
collisions mix atomic states corresponding to different
sublevels of the same level and therefore lead to a
transfer of the perturbation produced by the strong
field. A narrow dip of purely collisional origin appears
on the Doppler contour of the absorption line of the weak
wave. In this case the nonlinear addition
ill'" ~ 2...~NT,m IG.I'I_GI'(1'mn,+1'm,,)
II
(1'm"+1',,,,,)'+e"

responsible for the appearance of the dip has a form
different from zero. The time
(17)
to which it is proportional may, evidently, be interpreted as the lifetime of an atom in the level m after
the first collision [7J• In obtaining (17) we consider for
the sake of SimpliCity that the collisions are elastic so
that f'mmO = and the total lifetime of the atom in this
level T m = l/r mm is determined by the spontaneous
decay. The collision broadening of the level m is characterized by the constants I'mmK (Ii. = 1, 2) appearing
in relation (17) and in the general formula (15): Y
1
. responsl'bl e f or the decay of the magnetic dipolemm
IS
moment of the level m, while Ymm2 is responsible for
the decay of the electric quadrupole moment [14J. From
(17) it follows that the probabilities of a change in the
magnetic dipole moment and in the electric quadrupole
moment in the process of collision are different. The
ratio of these probabilities is

°

W rnrn = 3Ymm' (1'mm+'(mm2)
W eqrn
(1' mm+'(mm,)ymm;

A,G.G_;G_."G.'·
.- -imn + 1"m,-i (Q+Q,,) ·-i20;"- 1'mm -i20;A
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As can be seen from (7), for I n 0, J m Jl 1 the
coefficients f3n lO f3 n 12 0, while ,snll f O. Therefore
in this case the collision broadening of the forbidden
transition n - I is determined only by the constant I'nl1'
In the general case this is not so. The situation can
change depending on the values of the total angular
momenta of the levels. Thus, in transitions of the type
I n - Jl ± 2 Lorentz contours of widths r nlO and r nl1
0:

0:

0:

0:

0:

0:

(,snIO
,snI1
0) are completely absent in the nonlinear
addition independently of the kind of polarization of the
waves, while in the case of transitions I n - JZ ± 1
(Jm > 1) the Lorentzian L(rnIO) is absent since ,sniO O.
In transitions of the type I n - JI 0 all three Lorentz
contours L(r nlK) are present whose collision widths
YnlK(K 0,1,2), as was shown in[S], can be different.
0:

0:

0:

0:

0:

0:

In Sec. 4 it was pointed out that for waves with the
same linear polarizations acting on transitions
I n 0, J m JI 1 the dependence of the nonlinear
addition 6P JJ. on the intensity of the longitudinal magnetic field had the form characteristic of the Hanle
effect. At sufficiently low pressures (Ir mn1 + r ml1
- r n I1 - rmm1,2i« rmn1 + rmll) this assertion
remains valid also in the situation when the collision
broadening is comparable to the spontaneous broadening. In this case the nonlinear addition
0:

0:

M',(I'1,

0:

I'1N

[

1

£=0) ~ - . IG"I'IGI' --=----;-~,~---=--::::---::{)

fmm,(Imn,+fml1-fmm,)

f mm'

1
]
r,~,,,,~ +4tl~ l'rn,,:+fmI1--l"nm:!

(19)

as a function of 26 contains the Lorentzian L(r mm2)
the collision broadening for which is Ymm2. The latter
circumstance also serves as an indication of the general
nature of the Hanle effect and of the resonance feature
of (18). At higher pressures and for other transitions
when 6P J1. (6) contains several Lorentz contours
L(r mm2) is distinguished by the fact that of all the
contours only this one is centered on zero magnetic
field if the detuning is given by t f O.
In conclusion it should be noted that although the results of this paper are formulated by us only for resonance scattering through the upper level, by proceeding
in analogy to Rautian and Feoktistov [lS] these results
can be easily applied to the study of polarization and
collision effects in the case of scattering through the
lower level, and also in the case of two-quanta luminescence and two-quanta absorption.
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I)The waves differ in intensity. The weak wave in contrast to the strong
one does not produce saturation effects.
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